Date: 10/26/21

Virtual Meeting
(in lieu of meeting at the 2021 Fall National Meeting)

HEALTH RISK-BASED CAPITAL (E) WORKING GROUP
Thursday, November 4, 2021
12:00 – 1:00 p.m. ET / 11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. CT / 10:00 – 11:00 a.m. MT / 9:00 – 10:00 a.m. PT

ROLL CALL

Steve Drutz, Chair Washington Michael Muldoon Nebraska
Jennifer Li Alabama Tom Dudek New York
Wanchin Chou Connecticut Kimberly Rankin Pennsylvania
Carolyn Morgan/Kyle Collins Florida Mike Boerner/Aaron Hodges Texas
Tish Becker Kansas

NAIC Support Staff: Crystal Brown

AGENDA

1. Consider Exposure of Proposal 2021-18-H (Benchmarking Guidelines Investment Income Adjustment in Underwriting Risk Factors) for Public Comment—Steve Drutz (WA) Attachment A

2. Consider Adoption of its Working Agenda—Steve Drutz (WA) Attachment B

3. Hear an Update on the H2 – Underwriting Risk Review from the American Academy of Actuaries (Academy)—Derek Skoog (Academy)

4. Receive an Update on the Status of the Excessive Growth Charge and Health Test Ad Hoc Groups—Steve Drutz (WA)

5. Discuss Incorporating a Pandemic Risk Component into the Health Risk-Based Capital (RBC) Formula—Steve Drutz (WA)

6. Discuss Any Other Matters Brought Before the Task Force —Steve Drutz (WA)

7. Adjournment
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